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By James P. Tucker Jr.

B
ilderberg boys were so depressed as
they gathered at the Dolce luxury
hotel in Sitges, Spain June 3 that
“many important people are not show-
ing up,” because “they always find out
and we get into trouble at home,” said
one, echoing the sentiments of all.

Still, they hope to inflict much evil on the world.
An unprecedented but fruitless effort to hide the

Bilderberg meeting this year was conducting the Group
of 20 (G-20) economic meeting in Busan, South Korea.
Always before, like clockwork, the Bilderberg group
would meet on the same continent as the G-20: Europe
or North America. This, too, proved futile. Bilderberg
was greeted with a hostile press and public.
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner was conspicu-

ous at G-20. The meeting ended Saturday. But, with a
12-hour time difference, Korea’s Saturday ended in
plenty of time for Geithner to join his Bilderberg bud-
dies. Bilderberg had bad news out of the G-20 meeting.
Not only was G-20 pessimistic about survival of the
euro, it gave up on establishing a global bank tax fol-
lowing complaints from Canada, Australia, Brazil and
India. Both the international currency and international
bank tax are crucial to Bilderberg’s plan to establish a
world “Treasury Department.”

The London Times had an advance story headlined

“Secretive Bilderberg Club Ready for Protests.” It said
David Rockefeller and colleagues would be graced with
the presence of Spanish Prime Minister Luis Rodriguez
Zapatero, who will give a welcoming address. It is rou-
tine for the head of state of the host country—except in
the U.S.—to give a 30-minute welcoming address, then

be required to leave. The smallest, purely local newspa-
per is invited to “cover” this event, but no questions.
The “story,” designed to reassure locals that nothing
ominous is taking place behind the armada of armed
guards, is approved by Bilderberg before publication.
Also attending from Spain were Foreign Minister
MiguelAngel Moratinos and former EconomyMinister
Pedro Solbes.

The Guardian of London carried a commentary by
Charlie Skelton, who humorously observed that Spain
was hoping the arrival of Bilderberg will not have the
same effect suffered by the last country to host
Bilderberg. In 2009, Bilderberg met in Greece, and
within a year the country was bankrupt and people were
rioting in the streets.

BOMB IRAN

Sadly, Bilderberg remains committed to a U.S. attack
on Iran on Israel’s behalf. But the cruel and clumsy
attack on a flotilla bringing food and medicine to the
besieged Palestinians in the Gaza Strip backfired, too
(for more on this and subsequent attacks, see page 4).
World outrage, including from many Jews, left
Bilderberg gasping.
There is division within Bilderberg; mostAmericans

want war, but some Europeans oppose air strikes. Many
argue that Iran is not making nuclear weapons, while,
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Jim Tucker, covering his 33rd Bilderberg meeting, is
photographed by the Guardian UK.

Reporters and activists listen to Jim Tucker.
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they point out, Israel has had nuclear weapons since
1962. This was made public by the late Bilderberg
luminary, George Ball, who was No. 2 man in the State
Department under both presidents John Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson.
“Iran is building nuclear weapons, which poses a

threat, not only to Israel, but also to all of Europe and,
potentially, to the United States,” said anAmerican, but
not to universal agreement.
“We’re not sure of that,” a European countered.

“And you have a lot more dead boys than we do.”
“Israel may have to conduct a preemptive strike to

protect itself from a nuclear Iran,” said an American,
believed by the inside source to be Keith Alexander,
director of the National Security Agency, but not posi-
tively identified.
“The term ‘preemptive strike’was invented by Israel

as a synonym for waging aggressive war in 1968,” the
European countered. “Israel bombed Egypt in a sur-
prise attack, wiping out the Egyptian air force on the
ground. Israel was under no threat at all.”
TheAmerican walked away, shaking his head with a

“where have I failed?” look.

GLOBAL WARMING

They are still trying to exploit the myth of “global
warming” to establish a world “Department of Energy”
although one mourned that “we are about whipped on
climate change.” Leading climatologists say fluctua-
tions in Earth’s temperature are natural. “Global warm-
ing” claims are a fraud, they say.
A newly leaked internal document “outlines how

Spain’s ‘green economy initiatives’ have been a finan-
cial disaster,” reported David E. Robinson, in his
newsletter Brunswick Bits Abound. The report “sug-
gests that the real rate of job losses as a result of ‘green’
policies is in fact worse than the 2.2 jobs lost for every
one gained and that the ‘green economy’must be aban-
doned if the country is to save itself from economic
ruin,” Robinson stated.
Despite setbacks, Bilderberg is still trying to exploit

the global financial crisis to create a world Treasury
Department and a global currency.
These would be major steps in Bilderberg’s ultimate

goal of creating a “one-world government.” This has
been a harsh struggle for the global plutocracy—in the
1990s Bilderberg was confident of achieving world
government by the year 2000. A decade later, the goal
remains elusive. �

Iran, Global Warming, Sovereignty on the Agenda

Sitges Activists Give Global Elite a ‘Warm Reception’
News outlets, social media continue to blow Bilderberg’s cover
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Continued from page 11

By Mark Anderson

R
olling out the unwelcome mat to the mattoids
at the infamous Bilderberg meetings takes
time, but by June 2, two days before the offi-
cial start of the 2010 meeting, flyers and

protests already were in an upswing in the pretty sea-
side town of Sitges, near Barcelona.
By that day, sidewalk messages had been chalked.

Flyers in Spanish started to circulate, warning of
Bilderberg’s ongoing attempt to control the futures and
fortunes of the world’s citizens, including the Spanish,
who, according to a Spanish activist named Monica,
have experienced a severe, calculated economic slump,
something like that suffered by the Greeks.
One chalk drawing just outside the secluded Hotel

Dolce, the hilltop “scene of the crime,” showed the eso-
teric “eye of the pyramid” with the word “Bilderberg”
at the top and an arrow pointing to the very bottom with
the words, “You are here, Mr. Policeman.”
Another activist who spoke with AFP likened the

police to the middle classes of the world, who are being
financially and culturally squeezed out of existence by
Bilderberg-related policies, including broad planning
regarding energy prices, foreign policy and wars, mon-
etary policy and other crucial matters that should not be

decided in secret.
But the police continued to guard those who the

activists saw as the real lawbreakers. By noon June 2,
area police had sealed off the one main road to the
Dolce Hotel, though the unusually large, two-mile “for-
bidden zone” set up at last year’s Bilderberg meeting in
Greece had not been set up, as of the end of that day.
Nor were the notorious private security guards visible,
at least not yet.
More than a mile away from the hotel, on a wide,

busy sidewalk near a string of restaurants along the
Mediterranean coast, a big chalk message warned the
locals, “The global elite is now in the Hotel Dolce in
Sitges, meeting in secret.” Some pedestrians looked.
Some didn’t.
Still, the “secret” is becoming less secret, especially

according to a local pub owner who, around 9:30 p.m.,
told AMERICAN FREE PRESS that flyers (which, unbe-
knownst to her, started circulating right by Hotel Dolce
late on the morning of June 2) had already made it to
her business two to three miles away. She also said
some people in town had heard about the June 4 to June
7 Bilderberg meeting a long time ago.
“You mean not days or weeks ago?” this writer

inquired, after a long day scouting the area near the
meeting scene.

Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands (right)—a primary
stockholder in Royal Dutch Shell oil company––talks to
attendees––possibly about the BP oil spill disaster.
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Grassroots activists We Are Change Frankfurt
went to great lengths to get this shot of unknown
Bilderbergers at one of the on-site hotel cafes.
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NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY

Even as Bilderbergers were unpacking their under-
pinnings, Italian President Giorgio Napolitana was
telling Bilderberg’s Washington Post that Europe needs
“consolidated policies.” He said union “implies a par-
tial transfer of national sovereignty.” Frightened coun-
tries are likely to cling to the tokens of national sover-
eignty and resist dictates from EU bureaucrats and cen-
tral bankers, he mourned.
Several said America’s society must be “Euro-

peanized,” and the new healthcare reform legislation is
a “significant step,” but more must be done. Nations
such as Greece are in financial straits today because the
government provided high-paying lifetime jobs, then
was unable to fire incompetents who retired at age 55
with full-salary pensions and benefits. Bilderberg has
placed “Europeanizing” on Obama’s agenda.
“If the euro is lost, our cause is lost,” Kissinger told

Bilderberg colleagues on Saturday, June 5. Iran and
some gulf states are dumping the euro and buying gold
bullion. If Spain’s economy collapses, more EU coun-
tries would be under pressure to themselves abandon
the euro.
“We just can’t let that happen,” responded another,

as Rockefeller, teetering on his cane, nodded in agree-
ment. Kissinger is Rockefeller’s valet.
They were gloomy because, in a survey of 25 lead-

ing economists, 12 predicted the euro would not long

“Months ago,” she replied.
The publicity, which included an all-day visit near

the Dolce by “LaSexta Noticias” on channel 6 news, is
getting brighter. The channel 6 TV reporter, accompa-
nied by a camera operator, told AFP she had just read
about Bilderberg in El Periodico, an area newspaper, in
what she described as a rather lengthy article.
On June 1, this reporter observed a light police pres-

ence, but the general public could still enter the Hotel
Dolce, where the U.S. attendees among the politicians,
corporate titans, media moguls and financial bosses
break the Logan Act, which prohibits private U.S. citi-
zens and officials from making policy behind closed
doors with foreign government officials. The flyers
point out this important fact.
“So do you have any vacancies this week or week-

end,” this writer queried at the Dolce’s front desk. “No
sir, there is a ‘convention’ taking place,” thereby con-
firming Bilderberg did not change venues at the last

minute to avoid publicity.
Early on June 2, a police officer was asked, “What’s

with all the police.”
Struggling with speaking English, he hesitated and

then said “convention.”
When told the word around town was that politi-

cians were meeting behind closed doors to discuss poli-
cies, he nodded.
As of June 2, no identifiable Bilderberg attendees

with household names had been spotted entering the
Dolce. The same goes for lesser-known attendees,
though a trusted source watched the Barcelona airport
and said he saw 20 arrivals get into 10 limousines. They
spoke English, Italian andAustrian, he said, adding that
aging Bilderberg regulars such as David Rockefeller
and Henry Kissinger, among others, had not been seen
yet.
Rockefeller in 1991 had once praised top media

directors, mainly those from The Washington Post and
other U.S. news organizations, for regularly attending
Bilderberg meetings but not reporting a word.
These days it’s a tougher time to be a

“Bilderberger”—when economic turmoil is making
more and more people politically concerned. But
despite the difficulties these planners are having in try-
ing to, for example, convert the International Monetary
Fund into a world treasury department, they likely
won’t give up. The central task, all activists and inde-
pendent journalists agree, is to never allow them a
place to truly hide.
Go to www.AmericanFreePress.net to see Ander-

son’s videos and those shot by others at Bilderberg
2010, along with more Bilderberg reportage. �
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Bilderberg Security
Guards Ready forAFP Editor

Iwas a day late, arriving on Wednesday, June2, because weather made it impossible to fly
from Washington to Spain. Fortunately, my

colleagueMarkAnderson arrived on time and got
things rolling. I checked into the hotel, got an
update from Mark and taxied to the scene of the
crime. It is routine for me to try, for the record, to
enter the Bilderberg nest.
There were several police deployments estab-

lished on one-half mile of winding road leading to
the Dolce Hotel. Opposite the first deployment a
large gathering of independent media and protest-
ers greeted me warmly, yelling questions and
pointing microphones. Cops surrounded my taxi.
“Bilderberg is expecting me,” I explained. They
looked at each other, puzzled, and waved us on.
At the next two deployments, the same

occurred. But on the final deployment, literally at
the palace gates, an in-charge type of cop glared
at me through the cab window and snarled: “Yes,
we were expecting you, Mr. Tucker, but you are
not allowed to pass.” I thanked him for his gra-
ciousness, and he looked confused.
Outside the first line of deployment, where the

indy media and protesters had gathered in large
numbers, my driver, as previously agreed, waited
as I stopped to chat briefly. In my twilight years
(75) I can no longer stand for long periods of time.
After a few exchanges, they all understood we
would meet at 6 p.m. and pool our information.
An infiltrator stole my notepad on the last

evening when journalists and patriots had gath-
ered in large numbers to pool their information. I
have never “lost” a notepad since I had the impor-
tant job of covering Washington Senators base-
ball and Redskins football in the 1950s.
We knew it was likely at least one Bilderberg

infiltrator was present at each of these nightly
meetings, dressed like a protester.
The pad was on a crowded table, set for note

taking, when it disappeared. �

See TUCKER, page 13
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PAUL VOLCKER (left) was in attendance again.

Protesters stare down Spanish police.
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HENRY KISSINGER: There again.



survive (five declared themselves undecided).
“The travails of Greece, Spain and Portugal, plus

German ChancellorAngelaMerkel’s acknowledgement
that the currency is facing an ‘existential crisis,’ have
radically shifted opinion,” reported The Sunday
Telegraph, which conducted the poll.
Tim Congdon of International Monetary Research

told The Telegraph: “The eurozone will lose three or
four members—Greece, Portugal, maybe Ireland—and
could break up altogether because of growing friction
between France and Germany.”
In 1999, Bilderberg was super-confident about glob-

al currency. Kenneth Clarke, a member of Parliament,
was talking about plans to establish the “world’s finan-
cial architecture” to a group of five reporters in
Washington, including this writer, who was working for
the now defunct Spotlight at the time. As a longtime
major member, Clarke was stunned to be asked about
Bilderberg and plans to eliminate national currencies.
But, knowing he was in the presence of four reporters
for metropolitan newspapers, he dared not fail to
respond. He predicted the “dollarization” of the
Western Hemisphere, where the dollar would be the
American Union’s euro.
Since then, however, Bilderberg has decided the new

currency should be called the “amero.”
“It’s an idea whose time has come,” Clarke said. “I

feel in my bones something like this is going to happen.
Our grandchildren will look back and find it comical
that the world had so many national currencies.”
He claimed Britain would abandon the pound in

favor of the euro. More than a decade later, Britain still
embraces the pound, and other EU nations are poised to
abandon the euro.

ENERGY PRICES

Gas prices will be allowed to drop for the summer
months to pacify the public over the BP oil spill but will
kick back up to at least $4 a gallon, according to
Bilderberg plans. To help this, Bilderberg will keep oil
production at only 80 percent of capacity. They even
allow their own President Obama to talk tough about
the oil spill and British Petroleum.
BP executives have long been Bilderberg luminaries,

and brotherly love remains intense, but painful steps are
necessary.
But in Europe, newspapers reported, gasoline prices

are going up now. “Motorists in Europe will find fuel

prices have soared,” they reported, citing a 13-nation
survey. Europeans have recently accepted prices of
more than $6 or more per gallon.
“It will take time and money, a lot of it,” a

European—probably an oil tycoon—said of the BP
spill cleanup effort. “But we will survive, and we will
make money. This is a public relations problem. We
have had spills before, although never this big—and we
will have more. But we always survive and we will
again. We will be denounced for months, have to keep
gas prices down for a while in the United States. But it
will pass; prices will go back up, and the world will be
good again.”
He was met with smiles and nodding heads.

DISARMING AMERICANS

Bilderbergers did celebrate one victory: On their
orders, President Obama signed off on an internation-
al treaty promising to disarm Americans. On the hope-
ful side, there is no chance the Senate would ratify such
radicalism. But, on the small chance that a more left-
wing Senate evolves in the elections this year or in
2012, there is reason for concern.
Obama’s administration has expressed quiet support

for the UN Small Arms Treaty. There are concerns that
this treaty would make it illegal for Americans or any
citizen of a participating nation to own a firearm, effec-
tively nullifying the Second Amendment.
The treaty has not been completed yet. However,

according to recent deliberations regarding the treaty,
signatory nations are required to “prevent, combat and
eradicate” various classes of guns. Under the Constitu-
tion, treaties are the supreme law. �

Tucker Comes Away With Wealth of Intel
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Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary
One Man’s 25-Year Battle Battle
to Shine the Light On the Shadow Government
In existence for more than 50 years, acting as a virtual
global ruling elite, Bilderberg’s very name and activities
remain largely hidden in the shadows, despite its
immense clout in directing the course of world affairs.
Now with the release of Bilderberg Diary by veteran jour-
nalist James P. Tucker Jr., those who’ve never known of
Bilderberg will get a first-hand account of its history
from the one journalist who has tailed the Bilderbergers
for the last 30 years. Although the mass media in the
doggedly suppressed news and information about
Bilderberg, Tucker has established himself as the world’s foremost authority,
reporting on Bilderberg group intrigues in the pages of AMERICAN FREE PRESS. In
Bilderberg Diary Jim Tucker lays out his entire remarkable history of infiltrating
Bilderberg meetings, procuring their private documents, and working relent-
lessly to shine the spotlight of public scrutiny on Bilderberg’s shadowy affairs.
Many rare photos. Softcover, 272 pages, #BD, $25. Order from FAB, 645
Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003. No S&H in U.S. To
charge toll free, call 1-888-699-NEWS and use AmEX, Visa, MC or Discover.

The Bilderberg Files
Rare research material on Bilderberg from the 1970s

THE BILDERBERG FILES is a special assem-
bly of rare research material and early reports
on Bilderberg that provides readers with a
wealth of confidential Bilderberg documents
that prove that this secretive globalist group is
operating behind the scenes despite denials
to the contrary. These files originally came
into the hands of Willis Carto, the founder of
the Washington-based populist institution
LIBERTY LOBBY, after he traveled to Turkey a
quarter-century ago to report on the shadowy
organization. At the time, the name Bilder-
berg was a carefully guarded secret of the
global elites. But after three decades of tireless work on the part of Carto and
AMERICAN FREE PRESS editor Jim Tucker, millions of people around the world are
now aware of the Bilderberg group and its goal of creating a world government
for the benefit of the plutocracy. Softcover, 8.5 x 11 format, #BF, 68 pages, $20.
Order from FAB, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003.
No S&H in U.S. To charge call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free and use AmEX, Visa,
MasterCard or Discover.

Continued from page 13

AFP editor James P. Tucker Jr. is a veteran journalist who
spent many years as a member of the “elite” media in
Washington. Since 1975 he has won widespread recognition,
here and abroad, for his pursuit of on-the-scene stories report-
ing the intrigues of global power blocs such as the Bilderberg
Group. Tucker is the author of Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary.

INSIDE BILDERBERG

Expect gas prices

to go down a little

to $4 per gallon

and then skyrocket



By Mark Anderson

Bilderberg’s routine practice of secret pro-
ceedings is seriously eroding—as AFP
staffers found out covering the 2010 Bil-
derberg meeting in Sitges, Spain. Broadcast

reporters in Sitges mobbed AFP’s team for interviews.
Hotel Antemare’s patio was often filled with network
news teams and citizen-journalists eager to get AFP’s
opinion on the “Bilderberg Meeting” nearby at Hotel
Dolce, perched on a hilltop, away from prying eyes.
On June 4,AFP’s JimTucker was interviewed almost

nonstop from noon to 10 p.m. On June 6, this writer
spoke to 400 people with a phone-feed from Spain to
the “Conspiracy Con” conference in California. The
word “Bilderberg” spread around the planet quickly.
This year’s intense Bilderberg interest in Spain was

mainly driven by awareness of Tucker’s 33 years of spot-
lighting this shadowy annual meeting of around 120
insiders from the fields of high finance, big media, gov-
ernment and industry, along with royalty. AFP’s team
told Spanish reporters and other European media that
armed guards around the Bilderberg meetings are evi-
dence that the meetings are not harmless get-togethers.
We outlined Bilderberg’s meddling in nations’ energy

policies, monetary policies, foreign policies and other
critical matters. We asked that viewers and readers of
these media outlets demand that Bilderberg’s global
planners turn over a list of attendees. Such requests were
snubbed. No press conference, they said.
But, lo and behold, in the wake of the meeting, a web

site was born, providing a press release and attendees’
list in an apparently official effort by Bilderberg to be
more “above board.” They had last met in Spain in 1989,

so 2010 was only their second time in Spain but the first
time Spanish media had hounded them.
Spanish newspapers El Periodico, LaVanguardia,

Diari DeVillanova and El Pais published Bilderberg sto-
ries of varying lengths and content. CNN’s local TV
affiliate reported on the Bilderberg meeting as well. The
LaSexta Noticias local TV team did much the same. The
widely read Russia Today network spent two days with
the AFP team.
TV 3, a television and Internet broadcast outfit that

serves some 7 million viewers in this Catalonia region of
Spain, filmed a segment of this writer the morning of
June 4. A budding documentary project took an interest
in AFP as well. Other networks such as “Efe” and “TV
E!” interviewed the AFP team and filmed protesters.
A major breakthrough came when The London Daily

Telegraph carried a big Bilderberg story June 5, though

the article concluded that Bilderberg is mainly elder
statesmen and their corporate colleagues basking in
“old glories.”
But AFP’s Tucker was pleased to be sarcastically

mentioned twice in the story with the full name of his
Bilderberg Diaries book advertised for free.
Venezuelan media mogul Gustavo Cisneros Rendiles

was another “newsman” in attendance, as AFP chroni-
cled the media who reported the event and named the
turncoat media leaders who attended these secret pro-
ceedings and report nothing.
Traditionally, Washington Post and New York Times

officials attend Bilderberg and stay silent. Sure enough,
Donald Graham, the Post’s CEO, attended once again.
Another journalistic attendee this year was Oscar
Bronner, publisher ofDer Standard inAustria. Juan Luis
Cebrian of the PRISA news conglomerate, which over-
sees El Pais, also attended.
A trusted inside source told AFP that Catalonian

regional president Jose Montilla was there, though
regional officials try to stay off Bilderberg lists. The
source also said the cost to privatize the entire hotel, not
counting security, was at least $1 million, including hir-
ing chef FerranAdria, “the finest of the finest,” the source
said. “They have a different celebrity chef each night.”
Amid the glaring publicity, the shadowy group

seemed to leave town a little earlier than expected.When
the people are finally are informed, Bilderbergers are
shown the door. �

AFP Makes Big News Covering Bilderberg Pow-Wow
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Andrew Napolitano’s
Lies the Government Told You:
Myth, Power and Deception in American History

What new crisis will the federal government manufacture in
order to acquire more power over individuals? What new
lies will it tell? Throughout our history, the federal govern-
ment has lied to send our children off to war, lied to take
our money, lied to steal our property, lied to gain our trust,
and lied to enhance its power over us. Not only does the
government lie to us, we lie to ourselves. We won’t admit
that each time we let the government get away with mis-
leading us, we are allowing it to increase in size and power
and decrease our personal liberty. In acquiescing to the gov-
ernment’s continuous fraudulent behavior, we bear partial
responsibility for the erosion of our individual liberties and

the ever-expanding federal regulation of private behavior. This book attacks the culture
in government that facilitates lying, and it challenges readers to recognize that culture,
to confront it, and to be rid of it. Hardback, 349 pages, #LIE, $28. Reduced to $25
for AFPRC members. No charge for S&H inside the U.S. Order from FIRST

AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003.
Call toll free 1-888-699-6397 to charge to major credit cards.

America finally gets to meet the real “Oklahoma City
Bomber,” and hear his shocking account of the crime, as report-
ed by McVeigh’s fellow death row inmate, David Paul Hammer.
Hammer had something McVeigh needed: survival skills from a

lifetime in prison. McVeigh had something Hammer wanted: the truth about the Oklahoma
City Bombing. The astonishing result is a book that punctures the myth of Timothy McVeigh
as a “lone wolf bomber.” Government prosecutors told juries that McVeigh was aided only by
his convicted co-conspirator Terry Nichols. McVeigh tells Hammer a strikingly different
story: that he had multiple accomplices, members of a bank robbery gang known as the
Aryan RepublicanArmy. He names names. He also names other men he says helped plan the
bombing at an Oklahoma religious compound and paramilitary training camp known as
Elohim City. Most amazingly, McVeigh says he wasn’t the mastermind of the conspiracy at
all. He says he was an undercover agent working for the federal government in a sting oper-
ation that went terribly wrong. After McVeigh’s execution, Hammer checked out the story
while locked behind bars. Hammer turned up a wealth of fresh and compelling evidence. It’s
all here. Deadly Secrets by David Paul Hammer (hardback, 228 pages, $30 #DH) is available
from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, #100 Washington, D.C. 20003.
For even faster ordering, call toll free at 1-888-699-6397 to order byVisa, MasterCard,AmEx
or Discover. No charge for S&H inside the U.S.

Deadly Secrets
TIMOTHY MCVEIGH AND THE

OKLAHOMA CiTY BOMBING

Mark Anderson is a longtime newsman now working as the
deputy editor for American Free Press. Together he and his wife
Angie provide many photographs of the events they cover for
AFP. Email him at at truthhound2@yahoo.com.

Impromptu press office set up by independent jour-
nalists covering Bilderberg. WE ARE CHANGE SWITZERLAND
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NATION PARTICIPANT TITLE

BEL Davignon, Etienne Vice Chairman, Suez-Tractebel
DEU Ackermann, Josef Chair of the Management Board, Deutsche Bank
GBR Agius, Marcus Chairman, Barclays Bank PLC
TUR Akir Vatan, Ru en Today’s Zaman Journalist
ESP Alierta, César Chairman and CEO, Telefónica
INT Almunia, Joaquín Commissioner, European Commission
USA Altman, Roger C. Chairman, Evercore Partners Inc.
USA Arrison, Sonia Author and policy analyst
SWE Bäckström, Urban Director General, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise
PRT Balsemâo. Francisco Pinto Chairman/CEO, IMPRESA, S.G.P.S.; Former PM
ITA Bernabé. Franco CEO, Telecom Italia S.p.A.
SWE Bildt, Carl Minister of Foreign Affairs
FIN Blåfield Antti Senior Editorial Writer, Helsingin Sanomat
ESP Botín, Ana P. Executive Chairman, Banesto
NOR Brandtzaeg, Svein Richard CEO, Norsk Hydro ASA
AUT Bronner, Oscar Publisher and Editor, Der Standard
CAN Campbell, Gordon Premier of British Columbia
ESP Carvajal Urquijo, Jaime Managing Director, Advent International
FRA Castries, Henri de Chairman of the Management Board and CEO, AXA
ESP Cebrián, Juan Luis CEO, PRISA
ESP Cisneros, Gustavo A. Chairman and CEO, Cisneros Group of Companies
CAN Clark, W. Edmund President and CEO, TD Bank Financial Group
USA Collins, Timothy C. Sr. Managing Director and CEO, Ripplewood Holdings
ITA Conti, Fulvio CEO and General Manager, Enel SpA
GRC David, George A. Chairman, Coca-Cola H.B.C. S.A.
DNK Eldrup, Anders CEO, DONG Energy
ITA Elkann, John Chairman, Fiat S.p.A.
DEU Enders, Thomas CEO, Airbus SAS
ESP Entrecanales, José M. Chairman, Acciona
DNK Federspiel, Ulrik Vice President Global Affairs, Haldor Topsoe A/S
USA Feldstein, Martin S. George F. Baker Professor of Economics, Harvard Univ.
USA Ferguson, Niall Laurence A. Tisch Professor of History, Harvard Univ.
AUT Fischer, Heinz Federal President
IRL Gallagher, Paul Attorney General
USA Gates, William H. Co-chair, Gates Foundation and Chairman, Microsoft
USA Gordon, Philip H. Assistant Secʼy of State for European & Eurasian Affairs
USA Graham, Donald E. Chairman and CEO, The Washington Post Company
INT Gucht, Karel de Commissioner, European Commission
TUR Gürel, Z. Damla Special Adviser to the President on EU Affairs
NLD Halberstadt, Victor Prof. of Eco., Leiden Univ; Hon Sec. Gen. of Bilderberg
USA Holbrooke, Richard C. Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan
NLD Hommen, Jan H.M. Chairman, ING Group
USA Hormats, Robert D. Under Secʼy for Econ., Energy and Agricultural Affairs
BEL Huyghebaert, Jan Chairman of the Board of Directors, KBC Group
USA Johnson, James A. Vice Chairman, Perseus, LLC
FIN Katainen, Jyrki Minister of Finance
USA Keane, John M. Senior Partner, SCP Partners
GBR Kerr, John House of Lords; Deputy Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell
USA Kissinger, Henry A. Chairman, Kissinger Associates, Inc.
USA Kleinfeld, Klaus Chairman and CEO, Alcoa
TUR Koc, Mustafa V. Chairman, KOÁ Holding A.
USA Kravis, Henry R. Founding Partner, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
USA Kravis, Marie-JosÈe Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute, Inc.
INT Kroes, Neelie Commissioner, European Commission
USA Lander, Eric S. President and Director, Broad Institute of Harvard & MIT
FRA Lauvergeon, Anne Chairman of the Executive Board, AREVA
ESP León Gross, Bernardino Secretary General, Office of the Prime Minister
DEU L´Scher, Peter Chairman of the Board of Management, Siemens AG
NOR Magnus, Birger Chairman, Storebrand ASA
CAN Mansbridge, Peter Chief Correspondent, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
USA Mathews, Jessica T. President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
CAN McKenna, Frank Deputy Chair, TD Bank Financial Group
GBR Micklethwait, John Editor-in-Chief, The Economist
FRA Montbrial, Thierry de President, French Institute for International Relations
ITA Monti, Mario President, Universitá Commerciale Luigi Bocconi
INT Moyo, Dambisa F. Economist and Author

NATION PARTICIPANT TITLE

USA Mundie, Craig J. Chief Research and Strategy Officer, Microsoft Corp.
NOR Myklebust, Egil Former Chair. of the Board, SAS, Norsk Hydro ASA
USA Naím, Moisés Editor-in-Chief, Foreign Policy
ESP Nin Génova, Juan María President and CEO, La Caixa
DNK Nyrup Rasmussen, Poul Former Prime Minister
GBR Oldham, John National Clinical Lead for Quality and Productivity
FIN Ollila, Jorma Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell plc
USA Orszag, Peter R. Director, Office of Management and Budget
TUR Ozilhan, Tuncay Chairman, Anadolu Group
ITA Padoa-Schioppa, Tommaso Former Minister of Finance; President of Notre Europe
GRC Papaconstantinou, George Minister of Finance
USA Parker, Sean Managing Partner, Founders Fund
USA Pearl, Frank H. Chairman and CEO, Perseus, LLC
USA Perle, Richard N. Residen, Amer. Enterprise Inst. for Public Policy Research
ESP Polanco, Ignacio Chairman, Grupo PRISA
CAN Prichard, J. Robert S. President and CEO, Metrolinx
NLD Queen Beatrix Queen of Netherlands
ESP Queen Sofia Queen of Spain
FRA Ramanantsoa, Bernard Dean, HEC Paris Group
PRT Rangel, Paulo Member, European Parliament
CAN Reisman, Heather M. Chair and CEO, Indigo Books & Music Inc.
SWE Renström, Lars President and CEO, Alfa Laval
NLD Rinnooy Kan, Alexander H.G. Chairman, Council of the Netherlands (SER)
ITA Rocca, Gianfelice Chairman, Techint
USA Rockefeller, David Honorary Chairman, the Americas Society, CFR
ESP Rodriguez Inciarte, MatÌas Executive Vice Chairman, Grupo Santander
USA Rose, Charlie Producer, Rose Communications
USA Rubin, Robert E. Co-Chairman, CFR; Former Sec. of the Treasury
TUR Sabanci Dincer, Suzan Chairman, Akbank
ITA Scaroni, Paolo CEO, Eni S.p.A.
USA Schmidt, Eric CEO and Chairman of the Board, Google
AUT Scholten, Rudolf Board of Exec. Dir., Oesterreichische Kontrollbank
DEU Scholz, OlafVice Chairman, SPD
INT Sheeran, Josette Executive Director, UN World Food Program
INT Solana Madariaga, Javier Former Secʼy General, Council of the European Union
USA Steinberg, James B. Deputy Secretary of State
INT Stigson, Björn President, World Bus. Council for Sustainable Devel.
USA Summers, Lawrence H. Director, National Economic Council
IRL Sutherland, Peter D. Chairman, Goldman Sachs International
GBR Taylor, J. Martin Chairman, Syngenta International AG
PRT Teixeira dos Santos, Fernando Minister of State and Finance
USA Thiel, Peter A. President, Clarium Capital Management, LLC
GRC Tsoukalis, Loukas President, ELIAMEP
INT Tumpel-Gugerell, Gertrude Member of the Executive Board, European Central Bank
USA Varney, Christine A. Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust
CHE Vasella, Daniel L. Chairman, Novartis AG
USA Volcker, Paul A. Chairman, Economic Recovery Advisory Board
CHE Voser, Peter CEO, Royal Dutch Shell plc
FIN Wahlroos, Björn Chairman, Sampo plc
CHE Waldvogel, Francis A. Chairman, Novartis Venture Fund
SWE Wallenberg, Jacob Chairman, Investor AB
NLD Wellink, Nout President, De Nederlandsche Bank
USA West, F.J. Bing Author
GBR Williams, Shirley Member, House of Lords
USA Wolfensohn, James D. Chairman, Wolfensohn & Company, LLC
ESP Zapatero, José Luis Rodriguez Prime Minister
DEU Zetsche, Dieter Chairman, Daimler AG
INT Zoellick, Robert B. President, The World Bank Group

REPORTERS

GBR Bredow, Vendeline von Business Correspondent, The Economist
GBR Wooldridge, Adrian D. Business Correspondent, The Economist

KEY: AUT: Austria; BEL: Belgium; CHE: Switzerland; CAN: Canada; CZE: Czech Republic; DEU: Germany;
DNK: Denmark; ESP: Spain; FIN: Finland; FRA: France; GRC: Greece; GBR: Great Britain; HUN: Hungary; INT:
International; IRL: Ireland; ITA: Italy; NLD: The Netherlands; NOR: Norway; POL: Poland; PRT: Portugal; RUS:
Russia; SWE: Sweden; TUR: Turkey; USA: United States
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